YOUR PERFECT

High Performance
Vacuuming

HANDYMAN

Scrub ‘n Squeegee
Hard Floors
Deep Clean Carpets Deep Clean Upholstery
DRY VACUUM APPLICATION

It’s as easy as 1-2-3 to outfit George for dry vacuuming: 1) Install the HepaFlo’ vacuum bag
2) Assemble the wand 3) Connect the floor tool to vacuum carpet or “electric broom” hard floors

The Combination Floor Tool is perfect
for both carpet and hard floors.
The Optional Turbo Tool
Enhances performance
on high pile carpet.
Henry and Hetty are “Dry Only”
quiet vacuums that do the same
as George in the dry application.

Standard Detail Tool Kit includes:
Upholstery Tool - with detaching brush
Crevice Tool - for corners & tight spots
Round Dusting Brush - for everywhere
Attach tools to the end of the hose for
low level dusting, or connect them to
the wand for high extension cleaning.

“Ultimate Package” Henry or Hetty dedicated to dry vac along with George committed to wet cleaning

WET VACUUM APPLICATION
George quickly converts to a flood rescue
machine in the event of a mishap with your
toilet, sink, washer, dishwasher or anything
a child and a hose can do to your basement.
1) Remove the vacuum bag and filter 2) Install
the float shut-off (protects motor from water)
3) Attach the squeegee tool or carpet wand and
vacuum up water to minimize damage.

WET CLEANING APPLICATION
It’s as easy as 1-2-3 to outfit George for wet cleaning: 1) Remove the dry filter and vacuum bag
2) Fill the solution tank with water and chemical 3) Install the solution tank and float shut-off

4) Position George’s “hat” so the draw tube dips in the solution tank 5) Connect hose assembly

You are now ready to select the cleaning tool that is best for the job at hand:
CARPET SPOTTING AND CLEANING – The carpet wand sprays cleaning solution into the carpet
and then vacuums up (extracts) the dirty water all in the same step.
Optional Padded
Assist Handle Grip

Imagine that! Clean up a spot or spill without kneeling down!!!
SCRUB ‘n SQUEEGEE HARD FLOORS / CLEAN UPHOLSTERY / EASY CLEAN UP WHEN DONE

